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					o	 ring	 in	 the	new	year,	 Le	 Feuvre	&	Roze	will	 be	presenting	Coetus	Exhibitionem,	 a	
collective	exhibit	of	works	by	four	gallery	artists	and	a	newcomer:		Isabelle	Girollet.	For	
the	first	time	ever,	pieces	by	this	French	photographer	will	be	on	display	at	the	rue	du	
Faubourg	 Saint-Honoré	 space,	 alongside	 artwork	 by	 Jan	 Kolata,	 Ella	 &	 Pitr,	 Adrian	
Falkner	and	Stohead.	Coetus	Exhibitionem	draws	its	uniqueness	from	the	novelty	of	the	
works	exhibited.	The	juxtaposition	of	photographs	and	paintings	is	in	itself	a	major	first	
for	 the	 gallery,	 which	 had	 previously	 only	 collaborated	 with	 a	 single	 photographer,	
Michel	 Séméniako,	 in	2008.	And	while	 Séméniako	presented	photographs	of	 concrete,	
recognizable	urban	landscapes,	taken	after	training	his	attention	and	his	lens	for	hours	
on	end	on	each	of	the	scenes	before	him,	Isabelle	Girollet	strives	to	capture	the	moment.	
None	of	her	photographs	are	edited,	and	both	their	compositions	and	subjects	intrigue	
the	 viewer.	 These	 photographic	 abstractions,	 occasionally	 evocative	 of	 painting,	 also	
speak	 to	 us	 because	 they	 present	 day-to-day	 objects.	 But	 the	 angle	 from	which	 these	
objects	were	photographed	and	 the	 compositions	 in	which	 they	are	 found	make	 them	
unrecognizable.	Thus	our	unconscious	must	do	the	work	of	interpretation	in	our	stead.		
	
Coetus	 Exhibitionem	 also	 underscores	 what	 has	 been	 the	 gallery’s	 ambition	 since	 its	
beginning:	 to	 support	 artists	 all	 along	 their	 development	 through	 the	 bond	 of	 trust	
forged	over	the	years.	This	bond,	which	allows	for	candour	and	a	constructive	debate	on	
the	paths	 taken	by	 each	artist,	 has	 further	been	 strengthened	by	 a	 venue:	164	 rue	du	
Faubourg	Saint-Honoré.	 In	 this	age	of	 the	 fast	and	 fleeting—of	virtual	galleries,	online	
platforms,	and	Instagram—Le	Feuvre	&	Roze	argues	that	the	bricks-and-mortar	gallery	
should	be	 the	prime	 setting	 for	 artists	 to	 exhibit	 their	work	and	experiment,	 allowing	
collectors	 to	 regularly	 contemplate	 their	 creative	 achievements.	 Accordingly,	 Coetus	
Exhibitionem	will	offer	visitors	the	opportunity	to	discover	the	novel:	a	new	direction	for	
Ella	 &	 Pitr	 that,	 though	 associated	 with	 previous	 works,	 nevertheless	 marks	 a	 break	
from	 the	 past;	 a	 series	 of	 parallel	 pieces	 by	 Adrian	 Falkner	 yet	 to	 be	 unveiled	 at	 the	
gallery;	Stohead’s	pursuit	of	investigations	into	first	loves;	and	new	paintings	by	artist-
professor	Jan	Kolata.	
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ELLA & PITR

Biography

Plis et replis 4, mixed media on canvas, 162 x 130 cm
63.8 x 51.1 inches, 2018

(Saint-Étienne - FR)ELLA & PITR

Curriculum

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_573e57c9f3484559a027c79c11b11223.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_de208b04ce5a4c7696841c702e6d11a4.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_60af6ddaf0174c0dacfb2cf3864e2ee7.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_5fc88f67f5664c5a86a262dc0823a0c9.pdf


JAN KOLATA

150.120.2018.01, acrylic on canvas, 150 x 120 cm
59 x 47.2 inches, 2018

(Düsseldorf - DE)

Biography

Curriculum

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_82899b98083347ceb3a9504b4248251f.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_94274690606242c694f227e2e89dd5b3.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_c11425bfb9d3447f87a6fac2312d6966.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_3d61cfd70c3c401791d600d946407102.pdf


Untitled, mixed media on canvas, 180 x 145 cm
70.87 x 57 inches, 2018

ADRIAN FALKNER (Bâle - CH)

Curriculum

Biography

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_31a4c749617e4be393bf48699a4c7371.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_b317dcdfe5d64585a644efa9396230fe.pdf


STOHEAD

work in progress, acrylic and in on canvas, detail, 2018

(Berlin - DE)

Biography

Curriculum

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_34538b2e1fee4b8499a29b0addfd9809.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/4d9bcf_2313553ace0847818951cfe281c17677.pdf


Vibration, mat photograph, 120 x 80 cm
47.2 x 31.5 inches, 2018

ISABELLE GIROLLET (Paris - FR)

Biography

Curriculum

https://photos-graphique.fr/en/biography/
https://photos-graphique.fr/en/expositions/


Opening on Thursday, January 17, from 6pm
with the artists in attendance

exhibition on view until February 9

contact for press : Jonathan Roze
jonathan@lefeuvreroze.com

164, rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré, 75008 Paris
+33 (0)1 40 07 11 11 | www.lefeuvreroze.com
Instagram : @lefeuvreroze
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